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Here we are again into the second half of October. 

Been almost a month now since we were gathered in Wetaskiwin
for the fourth annual Metal Art Show and Sale. The WCKA had 
another awesome representation of makers. Jim Takenaka and 
his staff did a fantastic job of organizing and setting up the venue
again this year. It just keeps getting bigger and better every year. 
The pamphlets with all the artists' and makers' biographies adds 
a great element to the show. The TV ads sure don't hurt either. 

We're still having some great weather here in the Edmonton 
area. A bit cooler in the morning but can still do the T-shirt thing 
in the afternoon. By the way, still have a few Club T-shirts left. If 
anyone's interested in a WCKA shirt you can contact me to 
purchase. 

 Till next time, 
        keep on grinding,   Gerry 
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Member Profile

Don Stevenson -
“Stevenson Knives”

250-696-3420

bcknifeguy@gmail.com

Don Stevenson has been interested in 
sharp things that had to do with 
hunting and fishing, and making 
knives, for most of his life.  In fact, in 
grade 7, he got suspended for making 

a knife in shop class!!

He had bought a couple of custom 
hunting knives before taking his first 
formal knife making class from Roy 
Wirtanen back in 1998.        .  

He was a hunting guide for years 
which gave him an opportunity to promote and sell his own custom knives.  He also 
has a working relationship with B.C. Outfitters and a close association with the 
Alberta Wild Sheep Foundation for which he makes all banquet knives.

Don lists Darcy Alm, Ed Storch, Brian Little and Roger Hatt as his major influences 
with his knife making.  His specialty is hunting knives and his favourite materials 
include stainless RWL34 and damasteel for blades and ivory, sheep horn and 
stabilized wood for handles.

Don has recently started a new enterprise – wood stabilizing.  He has enjoyed this 
new challenge.  You can check out his wood at woodstabilizer.com

He feels good that he can have an activity that interests him as much today as it did
the day he started, many years ago. 
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2015 METAL ART SHOW AND SALE
AT THE REYNOLDS-ALBERTA MUSEUM

submitted by Jim Takenaka

From all accounts, the 4th annual Metal Art Show and Sale was another success. Wish I could be one
of the people to corroborate that statement, but this year I played hookie. More on that later.

On the weekend of September 19 and 20, 2015 the Reynolds-Alberta Museum in Wetaskiwin, 
Alberta once again hosted a very eclectic collection of metal artists. These included metal sculptors,
jewelry makers, CNC artists, steampunk artists, chainmaille artists, blacksmith artists, metal casting 
artists and of course…. Custom knifemakers!

This year, of the 48 exhibitors registered to show off their pieces at the Metal Art Show and Sale, 20
were custom knifemakers. Not bad! It’s interesting to note that when we first kicked off this event in
2012 we had 9 knifemakers in attendance. Each one of those original 9 has continued to come back 
each year. Big thanks to Clare Broeksma, Irv Brunas, Roger and Diane Hatt, Jay Kemble, Gerry 
Kievit, Morris Nesdole, Rob and Marilyn Ridley, Ed Storch and Larry Strandquist for their 
continued support!

Every year the Reynolds-Alberta Museum attracts more custom knifemakers, most of them 
choosing to return year after year. I’ve said it before. Knifemakers are a fun bunch and a gregarious 
lot. An event like the Metal Art Show and Sale is a great excuse to get together, share techniques, 
tell stories, show off the newest knife build…. Visiting seems to be the priority. Selling knives is 
secondary.

I’ve already started the planning process for next year’s Metal Art Show and Sale. It’s scheduled for
September 17 and 18, 2016 so pencil it into your calendars! For this one, I have 2 primary goals in 
mind.

First - I want to have at least 25 custom knifemakers showing off their creations at this event next 
September. (Everyone knows I’ve been scheming to turn this into Alberta’s primary custom knife 
show.)

Second - I want to put in my own table of knives. There. I said       
it. Now I’ll have to do it, right? No more procrastinating.
Of course, that will also mean I’ll actually have to show up for
the next one.  If anyone is wondering why I was absent from 
last September’s Metal Art Show and Sale, here’s my reason..

I ran up to Fort McMurray to be there for the birth of my second
grandbaby, Casey Patrick Mason. 
(His older brother, Harrison, had the courtesy to be born 
in December.)
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   Here’s the list of WCKA knifemakers who attended the Metal Art Show and 
Sale

1.  Clare Broeksma - Legal, Alberta           2.  Irv Brunas - Regina, Saskatchewan

3.  Bob Campenot - Spruce Grove, Alberta      4.  Darby Grady - Exshaw, Alberta

5.  Wayne Hamilton - Regina, Saskatchewan   6.  Roger Hatt - Enderby, BC

7. Jay Kemble - Milk River, Alberta                    8.  Gerry Kievit - Sherwood Park, Alberta

9. Greg Lightfoot - Kitscoty, Alberta                  10. Vern Lynes - Bonnyville, Alberta

11. Allen Neal - Innisfail, Alberta                      12. Susan Neal - Innisfail, Alberta

13. Morris Nesdole - Athabasca, Alberta         14. Rod Olson - Nanton, Alberta

15. Rob Ridley - Sundre, Alberta                     16. George Roberts - Whitehorse, Yukon  

(had to cancel)

17. Ed Storch - Mannville, Alberta          18. Larry Strandquist - Stettler, Alberta

                          19.  Jay West - Spruce Grove, Alberta

I think that’s Darby Grady on the left (a knifemaker new to the Metal Art Show and 

Sale this year), and of course, that’s Susan Neal sitting at the table beside him.
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 Ed Storch 
always has a 
wonderful variety
of knives on his 
table, left, and Irv
Brunas has 
exquisite 
sheathes and 
wooden 
presentation 
boxes for his 
knives, below
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Bob
Campenot’s
knives and

hand-crafted
cutting boards.

I’m guessing 
this is one of 
Jay Kemble’s 
knives.

And Dan Hudon isn’t
a member of WCKA,
but it looks like he
had some beautifully
polished sharp-edged
things to show off.
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WCKA President
Gerry Kievit once

again had an
attractive display on

his table.

Irv and Lois Brunas were
kept busy at their table over

the weekend.

Jay and Maureen 
Kemble, above, and 
Larry and Susan 
Strandquist, right, had 
knives to show off, as 
well as WCKA t-shirts!!
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Greg Lightfoot, left, and
Bob and Mary Campenot,

below were busy
answering questions from
the many visitors to the

Metal Art Show.

Wayne Hamilton, left, had
many knives on display at

his table.

Morris Nesdole, right, had
the perfect backdrop to

his table at the
Wetaskiwin Metal Art

Show and Sale.
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Clare Broeksma had 
many beautiful 
knives on display. 
 Rumour has it, Clare may be
putting on a short knife 
course in the near future!! 
Look for something on that 
in the next newsletter.

Rod Olson had a lovely
display of folding

knives.

Rob and Marilyn Ridley,
above, and Jay West,

right, had many
interesting things on their

tables to peruse.
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Ed Storch, left, 
always has 
interesting things to 
see and talk about on
his table.  This year 
was no exception.

Darby Grady, top, had
his very first table at the

Metal Art Show, and
Susan Neal, right, was

by herself this time,
while hubby Allen did
some harvesting back

home!

When someone goes to a show
by themselves, it is sometimes
hard to get a break.  Darby had
an interesting sign ready on his

table, if he needed to go
somewhere!!:

Back in 5 minutes

If not...

Read 'agane'



No matter how hard your editor tries, she always forgets to take a photo of 
someone's table.... this time it was of Vern and Susan Lynes, and her hubby's, 
Roger Hatt!!  See photos of them elsewhere in the newsletter!!
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Here are a couple of happy visitors to the
Metal Art Show after picking up a treasure

from Darby's table!

Shows are always a time to visit and reconnect with old friends, like Susan Neal 
and Linda Nelson, above left.  It is also a time for the 'masters' to share with the 
'newbies'.  Above right, Greg and Roger chat with a very attentive Darby.
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WCKA
Members

Enjoy
Meeting for

a Meal

Over 35 people met at the
Castle Restaurant after the show
on Saturday.  The food was very
good and the service excellent

considering the large group.  We
also took the opportunity to
have an impromptu meeting.
More on that elsewhere in the

newsletter.



This and That..... Here and There.... 

                                     We have members .....
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.........EVERYWHERE!!!!!



Minutes from meeting at Castle Restaurant, Saturday evening,

                      September 19, 2015

Notes taken by Linda Nelson

About 36 members and guests were present.

Ed Storch began with a suggestion of a Knifemaker's Chitakawa (Traveling Road 
Show).  He could see this happening sometime next year – perhaps June, but the dates 
would be dependent on who wanted to participate.

The idea is to visit other people's shops;  possibly camp there.  There would be 
no charge for free demonstrations of whatever the person wanted to show.  If more than
one member wanted to do it, the names would be put in a hat, and a name would be 
drawn out.  

Two members indicated that they would be willing to host such an event – Ed 
Storch and Roger Hatt.

More information will be given as more definite plans are made.

Susan and Allen Neal are also interested in organizing a 'Show and Sale' / Campout 
near their place next year, with the date having to fit around the farming schedule. 
Father's Day weekend in June was one suggestion.  She said that there is a community 
center which would allow the event to be held indoors in the event of rain.  She also 
hoped to team the event up with another community event.

(Editor's note:  Susan and Allen have done a lot of preparation for this event already and 
there is information about it in this newsletter.  This allows for lots of time for people to plan to 
attend. Thanks, Susan and Allen!)

Larry and Susan Strandquist have also agreed to have another get together in Stettler
next July.  He has some ideas of what this will look like, but welcomes your ideas as 
well.  One thing he hopes to do is team this event with a show of antique cars, steam 
engine, train ride, hit and miss engines, and perhaps a tour of neighbouring Big Valley.

Diane Hatt indicated that she was for any and all get togethers that WCKA Members 
would organize.  Because of our very geographically diverse membership, it is difficult
to get together.  Any time an event is planned, if only 6 or 8 members can attend, it is 
still worthwhile!!  She thanks all the members that are interested in promoting our club,
either by organizing an event or attending!!
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Here is the letter I received from Susan Neal announcing the get together near their place next June:

Dear WCKA Members:

       We are going to have a campout at a local community Hall the Fathers Day 
weekend. I will start up a facebook page so we can all communicate to see what the 
activities will be. The campout will be the Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. There is a 
remote control airplane club having a fun fly just up the road from the community 
center, and we are welcome to come watch and participate in this as well. I am also 
going to arrange a tour of the Double Tree Museum and a wagon ride through the 
forest of the museum.

     I was thinking of doing a bit of a show, and also arrange some type of a knife swap,
with details to follow.

Kindest Regards,
 Susan Neal
 www.nealknivesandmore.ca
 www.isleofskyecheviots.ca
 403-588-3808

#####################################################################

In the last newsletter, we featured Beaverlodge 
knifemaker, Neil Ashworth.  He and his family went 
on a fabulous overseas vacation to Australia in July, 
and he couldn't send me a current photo for that 
profile.  He has since returned, and passed along this 
recent photo of him doing some grinding in his shop. 
I also have included a photo that I took when we 
spent a couple of days visiting Beaverlodge on our 
Northern Trek this fall.  

Ron
Nelson
and
Roger
Hatt

have a look at one of his recent
creations!

 Thanks for a great time, Neil and
family!!
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Forging ahead with WCKA
Submitted by Rita Wiebe 

All of us in this organization know what it is like to be a knife maker, or to be married to
one! To the spouses, we might be what’s known as a work-shop widow... But that is OK
by me.  As re-joins to the organization, Bill and I are learning to dovetail our craft and 
expertise together.  Mine just happens to be marketing & outreach, and you can find 
out more about the various components of marketing at www.added-advantage.com
 
From a marketing/outreach perspective, the new television series “Forged in Fire” has 
positioned Knifemaking and Bladesmithing for some great profile. Associated 
organizations could (and should) increase awareness by tapping into this “New and 
Evolving” awareness of the craft as it could result in handsome payoff for us all! 

As with any marketing or outreach campaign, we should be planning at least six 
months or two seasons in advance. That makes “now” very timely to start preparing 
for the Kamloops show. 

Since we do not have huge advertising dollars,  we should start a plan of collaboration 
with a Kamloops blacksmith and the “Forged through WCKA or Forged in Kamloops” 
approach.  Perhaps setting up the exhibit as one enters the venue.  We always want to 
be sure as to not infringe on anyone’s copyright (or intellectual property) and always 
taking great care with wordsmithing and win/win collaboration dynamics. 

In taking the planned, consistency approach a step further, urge anyone who knows 
the organizers of any shows to capitalize on the uniformity of this approach. A targeted
branding always brings greatest impact for least dollars! 

Taking the brand another step further might involve some sort of collaboration with 
advertising on the actual TV program, but that would cost some money. Extroverted 
individuals at the booths might consider a reality show, video approach or hosting a 
contest. 

In any event, we need to “Make Hay While the Sun shines” and now is the time to 
start! Call Rita Wiebe  250-563-3565 or email wiebe.bc@gmail.com  for ideas, 
suggestions or initiatives on the above. 
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Some final words from the editor:

Some exciting news about this year's collaboration knife.  Morris Nesdole emailed me to say 
that he now has the knife in his shop where he is working on a wooden presentation box. The 
next step will be to photograph it and get the raffle up and going.  Thanks to everyone 
involved, especially Jay, Jim and Morris!!

Roger and I had the opportunity to go on an extended road trip this fall along with friends and 
fellow WCKA members, Ron and Linda Nelson.  Also accompanying us were our neighbours,
Cora and Arnold Prevost.  We traveled north along the Stewart Cassiar Highway to Watson 
Lake,  north to Whitehorse and then south east, ending at Wetaskiwin for the Metal Art Show. 
We were amazed at the vastness and beauty of our north country.

We don't often venture up in that area, so we took the opportunity to meet Don Stevenson for 
a coffee near Burns Lake.

While in Whitehorse, we got a tour of George 
Robert's shop and met some of his family.  We 
can understand why he enjoys that north 
country so much.  It is such a friendly and 
beautiful city.  We also got treated to some of 
George's World Famous Bannock... Who knew 
he had so many talents!

Finishing our trip at the Metal Art Show was 
perfect.  We once again networked with the 
best people in the world – Knife People!!  

Thanks to Jim Takenaka for organizing this terrific event.

It is also great that we have so much interest in promoting ourselves and our organization 
through events, etc.  Rita Weibe has some novel suggestions for us to think about, while Ed, 
Susan and Larry all suggested ways for us to share and meet in various ways.

I am so happy that more people are sending me things for the newsletter.  Keep them coming 
and thank you to everyone who submitted things for this one!

The next major newsletter will go out in January.  Page 20



WCKA Membership Application For 2016

New member  ____________ Year 2016
Renewal member  _________

Membership Fee Structure – January 1 to December 31

Knifemaker/Associate Single..................$20.00
Knifemaker/Associate & Family.........$25.00

*Family members must all reside at the same residence to qualify for Family Membership.
Associate members include:  Collectors, Dealers, Mfr./Distributors

(WCKA Membership includes Newsletters)

Name(s): __________________________________________________

                             __________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
                                             (Please include all names for family membership)

Address: __________________________________________________

City: ________________________________ Prov./State _______

Postal Code/Zip Code: _____________________________

Phone: __________________________________  Fax: _________________

E-mail address: _________________________________________________

Payment enclosed:  $ _____________     Date: _______________________

Membership list, complete with member information, will be sent to all members.  Do 
you want your name to appear on this list?

Yes ________

No _________

Return to:  WCKA, 2862 Mabel Lake Road, Enderby, B.C. V0E 1V5




